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In this paper we suggest to consider the spatial distribution of the Born-Oppenheimer nonadiabatic
coupling terms as fields which are created by sources, located at degeneracy points, and which can
be derived using the ordinary mathematical tools of field theory. It is shown that the curl-divergence
equations as formed within a given Hilbert space@M. Baer, Chem. Phys. Lett.35, 112 ~1975!# can
be converted into a set of inhomogeneous coupled Poisson equations which are solved for a given
set of boundary conditions. The method is applied to the three-state Hilbert subspace of the H3

system. The numerical results are compared withab initio calculations for which a very encouraging
fit is found. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1778691#

I. INTRODUCTION

A few years ago we started to consider the possibility to
simulate the spatial distribution of the Born-Oppenheimer
~BO! nonadiabatic coupling terms~NACT! as fields pro-
duced by source points reminiscent of electromagnetic
fields.1–5 The source points in our case are degeneracy points
formed by ~two! adjacent adiabatic eigenstates—points at
which the NACTs, to be designated ast, become singular.6

These points are also known as points of conical intersec-
tions and in what follows they are termedcis.7,8 Since cis
arrange themselves alonginfinite long contour lines—
seams—and since electric charges do not exist within the BO
framework, we considered the possibility to form an analogy
with the magnetic component~and not with the electric one!
of the electromagnetic field.7~a! This analogy almost speaks
for itself because seams are reminiscent of the infinitely long
and infinitesimal narrow solenoids which form magnetic
fields H ~see Fig. 1!. However from the experiments it is
known that solenoids produce magnetic fields only inside the
solenoid whereas outside the solenoid the field is zero. Thus
t, which is usually different from zero in configuration
space, cannot be identified withH and, if at all, then with the
vector potentialA which, like t, differs from zero in the
space surrounding the solenoid~seam!. Indeed, as will be
shown in this paper, the similarity betweent andA is rather
encouraging. Having formed this similarity we are in posi-
tion to add a few more features to the NACTs based on this
similarity. These assumptions are justified by the forthcom-
ing numerical study.

For this purpose we first summarize our knowledge re-

garding the solenoids and their vector potentials.9 Recalling
the theory of electrodynamics,H is formed by a vector po-
tential A according to the relation

H5curlA. ~1!

Since it is known from the experiments that the direction of
H is along the solenoid’s axis, Eq.~1! implies thatA has to
be orthogonal to the solenoid’s axis. Thus, if the axis of the
solenoid is chosen to be along thez axis, thenH possesses
only az component and therefore the nonzero components of
A are Ax and Ay . Assuming thatt behaves the same way
implies that if the seam is in thez direction thentz;0 and
only tx andty differ from zero.

There are, however, three major differences between the
solenoid-A and the seam-t systems which cannot be ignored.

~1! The vector potentialA is Abelian, namely, made up
of vector functions whereast is usually a non-Abelian mag-
nitude made up of vectormatrices. It turns out that as long as
the dimension oft is 232 the similarity is approximately
maintained1~a! but the situation changes significantly in case
of larger dimensions. In particular we have situations where
vector potentials formed by different states interact with each
other.1~c!

~2! Thet matrices are quantized10 whereas no limitation
of this kind is known to exist for the vector potentialA.

~3! The A vector produced by a solenoid possesses a
cylindrical symmetry whereas the spatial distribution oft ~as
formed by asingle seam! is usually elliptic11~a! and only
rarely, if at all, becomes~circular! cylindrical.

This third difference has important implications because
for a solenoid divA50 ~Ref. 9! whereas in our case we
usually have divtÞ0.

One of the more surprising findings while considering
the Hilbert space, formed by adiabatic BO eigenfunctions,12

is the fact that these functions produce curl-divergence
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equations13 that are reminiscent of the curl-divergence equa-
tions encountered in electrodynamics~in what follows we
refer to these equations as CD equations!.

In the present paper the molecular CD equations are de-
rived and solved to obtain the fields produced by the NACTs.
In contrast to electrodynamics we usually encounter more
than one field~in what follows this field is termed as the
molecular field!. The calculations are carried out for the three
lower states of the H1H2 system and the results are com-
pared withab initio calculations as carried out byMOLPRO.
The aim is not so much to find a new way to calculate
NACTs but to form anexistence theoremfor the molecular
fields based on the CD equations. We can assure the reader
that some of the conclusions are more than surprising.

While carrying out the calculations we also devoted
some effort to study the importance of various parameters
that appear in the equations and to what extent they affect the
solutions.

II. THE CURL-DIVERGENCE EQUATIONS

The magnitudes to be discussed in the present paper are
the planar components oft, namely, (tw jk /q), the angular
component andtq jk the radial component where the respec-
tive ~polar! t’s are defined as12

tl jk5 K z jU ]

]l
zkL ; l5q,w; j ~Þk!5$1,...,N%. ~2!

Hereq andw are the corresponding two~nuclear! polar co-
ordinates in the plane and theuzk(seuw,q)& functions are the
eigenfunctions of the electronic HamiltonianHe(seuw,q):

@He~seuw,q!2uk~w,q!#uzk~seuw,q!&50; k51,...,N,
~3!

whereuk(w,q) is thekth electronic eigenvalue andse stands
for the electronic coordinate.

A few decades ago it was verified that any system of
electronic eigenfunctions that forms a Hilbert space and for

any pair of Cartesian nuclear coordinates (x,y) the corre-
sponding NACT matrices fulfill the following equation:13

]ty

]x
2

]tx

]y
5@ty ,tx#, ~4!

known as the extended curl equation~to distinguish it from
the ordinary curl equation in electrodynamics!. The expres-
sion in the square parentheses stands for the commutation
relation betweenty andtx . In the present paper, as already
mentioned in the Introduction, we assume that the corre-
sponding vector potential lacks thez component~because it
is assumed that the seams are parallel to each other and or-
thogonal to the plane of interest—see Fig. 1!. Therefore, we
consider only two~planar! polar coordinates (w,q) and their
corresponding NACT matrices defined in Eq.~2!, so that Eq.
~4! becomes

1

q S ]tw

]q
2

]tq

]w D5
1

q
@tq ,tw#, ~5!

where thetw-matrix elements are given in Eq.~2!. This
equation was proved to exist,approximately, also for a group
of states that forms a Hilbert subspace at a given region.11~b!

The extended curl equation is discussed frequently in the
literature and will not be elaborated here.14 Equation ~5!
forms part of the equations to be applied for deriving the
t-matrix elements.

The same electronic eigenfunctions produce also a diver-
gence equation:

“t52t21t~2!, ~6!

where

tjk
~2!5^z j u¹2zk&; k, j 5$1,2,...,N%. ~7!

Equations~4! and ~6! are similar to the CD equations one
usually has in electrodynamics except that here we encounter
a difficulty related tot(2) which is a matrix with elements
out of context with respect to the general framework. As it
turns out, in contrast to what is expected, some of these
elements carry with them important physical information
which is crucial for any study ofab initio calculations. We
tried to come up with a name for this matrix and its elements
and decided onstrange. So we keep this name until, eventu-
ally, a more appropriate name will be found.

In order to get more insight we discuss the two-state
system. In this case Eq.~5! @like Eq. ~4!# reduces to a single
~Abelian! equation for the two matrixelementstw12 and
tq12,

curlt125
1

q S ]t12w

]q
2

]t12q

]w D50 ~8!

and in the same way Eq.~6! becomes

div t125
1

q2

]tw12

]w
1

]tq12

]q
1

tq12

q
5t12

~2! . ~9!

Thus the above mentioned strange term appears also in the
Abelian divergence equation. Moreover as is shown in the
numerical sections this term cannot be eliminated by gauge
transformations. This implies that the strange matrix is not

FIG. 1. A schematic three-dimensional picture showing seams as an electric
wire wrapped by a tube simulating the solenoid.
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just an artificial result due to the extension of the CD equa-
tions ~for a multistate system! but belongs to the more basic
magnitudes in the theory. On this occasion we remind the
reader, again, that solenoids produce vector potentials for
which not only the curl is zero but also the divergence is
zero.9

The two-state case was discussed by us on several
occasions1–5 and therefore, for the sake of completeness, it is
presented only in the Appendix.

III. THE THREE-STATE CASE

A. Derivation of the three-state equations

The three-statet matrix is given in the form

t5S 0 t12 t13

2t12 0 t23

2t13 2t23 0
D ~10!

and the corresponding three-state curl equations follow from
the Eq.~5!:1~c!

curlt125@t233t13#, ~11a!

curlt235@t133t12#, ~11b!

curlt135@t123t23#. ~11c!

As is noticed the extension from two states to three states is
much more involved than just adding another equation.
Comparison of Eqs.~11! with Eq. ~8! shows already part of
the difficulties with the extension. In the two-state case, for
an infinitely large region, all we have to do is to employ
vector algebra~see the Appendix! to obtain the components
of t but no differential equations have to be solved~as was
recently demonstrated in Refs. 4 and 5!. In the three-state
system the vector algebra can be employed to yield a first
guess for the inhomogeneity terms in Eqs.~11!,4,5 but then to
obtain thet elements themselves one has to solve differential
equations. Moreover, these differential equations are nonlin-
ear, a fact which may introduce additional complications~un-
less iteration procedures are efficient to yield converged re-
sults.!.

Equations~11! contain six unknown functions, namely,
(tw jk ,tq jk); k. j , j 51, 2. Thus, in order to solve them, we
need to find three more equations which, as we showed ear-
lier, follow from the divergence equations:

div t125t12
~2!2t23"t13, ~12a!

div t235t23
~2!2t13"t12, ~12b!

div t135t13
~2!1t12"t23. ~12c!

It is noticed that Eqs.~12! contain also three strange terms,
namely,t12

(2) , t23
(2) , andt13

(2) , the corresponding elements of
t(2). As will become apparent, two of the three strange ele-
mentst12

(2) andt23
(2) are essential to obtain correct results and

therefore cannot be eliminated by a gauge transformation.
On the other hand we found that the results are not sensitive
to t13

(2) which implies that this element can be eliminated as
will be done next. For this purpose we consider only Eqs.
~11c! and ~12c!.

Assuming that (tw12,tq12) and (tw23,tq23) are given~at
least up to some level of approximation! it is noticed that
what prevents us for solving this set of equations is the in-
homogeneity termt13

(2) which in practical application is not
given to us. Replacingt13 by t̃13

15

t135 t̃131“F, ~13!

whereF is an unknown function which fulfills the following
equation:

¹2F5t13
~2! . ~14!

Next, assumingF is an analyticirrotational function, Eqs.
~11c! and ~12c! become

curlt135@t123t23#, ~15a!

div t135t12"t23, ~15b!

where we dropped the wiggle sign fromt13. Although it
seems as if we may need the functionF for further analysis
~in particular to simulate theab initio results! it will be
shown that this function can be ignored if Eqs.~15! are
solved employing the relevant~Dirichlet! boundary condi-
tions.

We may even go one step further and eliminate, from the
divergence equation, the entire inhomogeneous term by de-
manding that a functionF̃ fulfills the following equation:

¹2F̃5t13
~2!1t12"t23, ~16!

so that now Eqs.~15! become

curlt135@t12Ãt23#, ~17a!

div t1350. ~17b!

As in the previous case, here too,F̃ is not required if the
calculations are carried out with the appropriate boundary
conditions.

It is well noticed that Eqs.~11! and ~12! are not linear
and therefore cannot be solved unless applying an iterative
scheme. To formulate such a scheme we first have to distin-
guish between NACTs that have their own source terms and
those that are formed by other NACTs. In the H3 systemt12

andt23 each has its own source terms and therefore the first
guess~or zeroth approximation! for t12 and t23, to be des-
ignated ast12

(0) andt23
(0) , can be formed employing the vector

algebra approach.4,5 These values are then used to form the
required inhomogeneous term of Eq.~11c! so thatt13 ~which
does not have a source term! is solved employing, e.g., the
equations:

curlt135@t12
~0!Ãt23

~0!#, ~18!

div t1350. ~19!

The next step is to improve first guesses oft12
(0) and

t23
(0)—one after the other—employing their relevant set of

equations. For instance, to obtain the modified value oft12

we consider Eqs.~11a! and ~12a!. Thus

curlt125@t23
~0!Ãt13#, ~20!

div t125t12
~2!1t23

~0!"t13, ~21!
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where t12
(2) has to be derived in some way~this subject is

elaborated later!. Having nowt13 andt12 we continue in the
same manner fort23, etc. Once completed, a new cycle can
be started with the modified values.

Another way to producet12
(0) or t23

(0) is to solve each pair
of equations ignoring the inhomogeneity terms altogether,
calculatet13 @employing again Eqs.~18! and~19!#, and then
continue as before.

B. Derivation of the decoupled Poisson equations

In the preceding section we showed how to form out of
the six coupled equations three pairs of two coupled equa-
tions. In this section we decouple the two equations for each
pair to form two decoupled second-order differential equa-
tions, one for the radial component and another for the an-
gular component~as for previous derivations—see Refs.~2
and 3!.

In order to form the decoupled second-order differential
equation fortw(w,q) and tq(w,q) we consider the explicit
expression for the two equations:

1

q S ]tw

]q
2

]tq

]w D5FC~w,q!, ~22a!

1

q2

]tw

]w
1

]tq

]q
1

tq

q
5FD~w,q!, ~22b!

whereFC(w,q) andFD(w,q) are the corresponding inhomo-
geneities which do not contain any of the two unknown func-
tions tw(w,q) and tq(w,q). @The values ofFC(w,q) and
FD(w,q) are given explicitly on the right-hand side of Eqs.
~11! and ~12!, respectively.# In the numerical application,
FC(w,q) and FD(w,q) are assumed to be given. Next, de-
fining the productqtq as t̃q , these equations take the more
familiar form:

]tw

]q
2

1

q

] t̃q

]w
5qFC~w,q!, ~23a!

1

q

]tw

]w
1

] t̃q

]q
5qFD~w,q!. ~23b!

To form the two decoupled equations we do the follow-
ing:

a. Derivation for the angular component.
~1! Multiply the first equation byq and differentiate it

with respect toq.
~2! Differentiate the second equation with respect tow.
~3! Add up the two resultant expressions and divide the

result byq.
Thus,

1

q2

]2tw

]w2
1

]2tw

]q2
1

1

q

]tw

]q
5Fw~w,q!, ~24a!

where

Fw~w,q!5
]FD

]w
1

1

q

]~q2FC!

]q
. ~25a!

b. Derivation for the radial component.
~1! Multiply the second equation byq and differentiate

it with respect toq.
~2! Differentiate the first equation with respect tow.
~3! Subtract the first resultant expression from the sec-

ond and divide the result byq.
Thus,

1

q2

]2t̃q

]w2
1

]2t̃q

]q2
1

1

q

] t̃q

]q
5Fq~w,q!, ~24b!

where

Fq~w,q!52
]FC

]w
1

1

q

]~q2FD!

]q
. ~25b!

The two inhomogeneous terms given in Eqs.~25a! and
~25b! can be written in a somewhat more compact way:

~Fw ,Fq!5S ]

]w
,
1

q

]q2

]q D S FD 2FC

FC FD
D . ~25c!

Equations ~24! are known as the planar or the two-
dimensional Poisson equations and in the present paper they
are solved by expandingtw and t̃q in Fourier series with
q-dependent coefficients. It is important to emphasize that
Fw andFq do not contain any of the unknown functions that
appear on the left-hand side of Eqs.~24a! and ~24b!.

IV. THE SOLUTION OF THE POISSON EQUATIONS

A. Introducing the Fourier expansions

Within the numerical study we solve the two decoupled
Poisson equations for each of the three NACTs,t12, t23, and
t13. In order to start the series of iterations to achieve their
solutions we have not only to prepare first guesses but also to
relate to the previously mentioned strange elements oft(2).
Most of these issues will be discussed in subsequent publi-
cations. In this paper we are more interested in establishing
these equations by solving each pair, assuming its inhomo-
geneity is given by other means. Thus for each case, namely,
t12, t23, andt13, we intend to solve the relevant equations
with inhomogeneous terms produced in a straightforward
way via ab initio calculations~with one or two exceptions!.
In this way we avoid both the first-guess issue and the need
to derivet(2).

Considering Eqs.~24!, it is noticed that both are essen-
tially similar ~at least their left-hand side is identical! and
differ only in their inhomogeneity terms. In addition they
will be solved for different sets of boundary conditions.

To solve these equations we expand the unknown func-
tions in terms of Fourier series. In what follows we treat Eq.
~24a! and for this purpose presenttw(w,q) as

tw~w,q!5 (
k50

`

$TwCk~q!cos@l~k!w#

1TwSk~q!sin@l~k!w#%. ~26!

The Fourier series is usually characterized assumingl(k) to
be integers, namely,l(k)5k. In the present case we found
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the expansion to be more efficient by assuming thatl(k) is
equal to half integers, namely,l(k)5(112k)/2. A similar
expansion is assumed fort̃q(w,q).

Substituting Eq.~26! in Eq. ~24a! and recalling that
$cos@l(k)w#;sin@l(k)w#% form an orthonormal set we get that
each of the coefficients fulfills the following equation:

TwRk9 1
1

q
TwRk8 2

1

q2
l~k!2TwRk5FwRk ;

R5C,S, k>1, ~27!

where the two prime signs label first and second derivatives
with respect toq and FwRk on the right-hand side are the
corresponding inhomogeneities as obtained from Eq.~25a!.

The equations for the Fourier coefficients oft̃q(w,q)
@5qtq(w,q)# are identical to those in Eq.~27! except that
the inhomogeneity is now taken from Eq.~34b! and becomes
FqRk .

B. Introducing boundary conditions

As already mentioned earlier we consider only a small
part of configuration space formed by fixing the distance
RHH between two hydrogens to beRHH50.74 Å. It is, how-
ever, understood that this approach can be applied for any
other situation by simply varying the value ofRHH and re-
peating the same calculations. In our previous studies we
considered five different values ofRHH in the range of
$0.4779, 1.044 Å% ~Ref. 16!—a range that is large enough for
extensive scattering or spectroscopic numerical study.

The Poisson equations are solved for a~circular! region
centered at the equilateralD3h ci and surrounded by a circle
with a radiusq5q0 where q050.5 Å. However since this
region contains the two troublesome~2,3! cis located at
about a distance ofq;0.29 Å we divided this region into
two subregions:~1! The internal region defined within the
~radial! range 0<q<qi whereqi50.285 Å. ~2! The external
region defined within the circular strip in the interval:qe

<q<q0 whereqe50.295 Å. Having these two regions the
two ~2,3! cis are located outside both of them~see Fig. 2!.

To solve the equations we assume Dirichlet-type bound-
ary conditions along the three circlesq5qi , qe , and q0

derived byab initio calculations. In addition, at the origin all
five NACTs, i.e., tw23(w,q50), tw13(w,q50), tq12(w,q
50), tq23(w,q50), andtq13(w,q50), are assumed to be
identically zero. The only exception istw12(w,q50) for
which it is assumed to be 0.5 rad21, as was verified on nu-
merous occasions.16

In the present paper we concentrate on the internal re-
gion @defined by (0<q<qi)]. There are two reasons for that.

~1! The calculated functions change significantly along
the radial coordinate in the internal region and to a much
lesser extent in the external region.

~2! For the internal region we have only one circular
boundary withab initio values whereas for the external re-
gion we have two such circular boundaries~where to each of
them are attachedab initio boundary conditions! and there-

fore theab initio values play a much more dominant role in
determining the unknown functions in the external region.
Therefore only one set of results is presented for the external
region.

C. The three-state Hilbert subspace
of the H ¿H2 system

The H1H2 is frequently used as a model system for
various studies connected with electronic nonadiabatic
transitions.16–26 The NACTs related to the five lowest states
of the title system are calculated at the state-average
CASSCF level using 6-311G** (3d f ,3pd) basis set27 ex-
tended with additional diffuse functions. In order to properly
take into account the Rydberg states we added, to the basis
set, ones diffuse function and onep diffuse function in an
even tempered manner,28 with the exponents of 0.012 142 4
and 0.046 875, respectively. We used the active space includ-
ing all three electrons distributed on nine orbitals. Usually
five different electronic states~depending on the case! in-
cluding the five studied states, namely, 12A8, 2 2A8, 3 2A8,
4 2A8, and 52A8 were computed by the state-average
CASSCF method with equal weights. Convergence test was
carried out with respect to the number states.

We report here on results as calculated for the situation
where two hydrogenatoms are at the~fixed! distanceRHH

50.74 Å and the third serves as a test particle in the plane

FIG. 2. The division of configuration space into two circular regions:~a!
The internal region defined along the interval (0<q<qi). ~b! The external
region defined~as a circular strip! along the interval (qe<q<q0). The full
square presents the~1,2! D3h ci and the two full diamonds the two~2,3!
C2v cis.
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formed by the fixedRHH . For this situation threecis were
found:16~b! one, aD3h ci formed at the equilateral position,
which couples the two lower states, and other two which are
C2v cis formed at the isosceles positions located on both
sides of the symmetry line~the line perpendicular to the HH
axis! and couple the two upper states.

The results, namely, the angular and the radial NACTs,
are presented as a function of the position coordinates of the
free-moving hydrogen, namely, (q,w). In general they are
shown along circles with fixed centers and various radii. The
main variable for presenting them is the anglew defined in
the region$0,2p%.

As was mentioned on various occasions the theory pre-
sented here is relevant for a~three-state! Hilbert subspace.
Thus our first task is to show that the three lower states of the
H3 system, indeed, form a Hilbert subspace in the region of
interest. For this purpose we consider the angular NACTs,

tw jk(wuq); j ,k52, 3, 4, 5@but not tw45(wuq) which is ir-
relevant for the present study# shown in Fig. 3. It is noticed
that the tw jk-matrix elements for whichj <3 and k.3,
namely, the elements that connect the lower 333 NACT
block to the rest of thet matrix, are smaller, by about one,
order of magnitude, thantw12 and tw23 and also much
smaller thantw13.

The figures essentially speak for themselves in particular
that similar ones were presented and analyzed in previous
publications.16 Still, we call attention to the negligible small
values oftw34

16~c! as compared to those oftw12, tw23. Al-
though tw34 represents the NACTs for two adjacent states
still its small values indicate the unexpected result, namely,
that the H3 system lacks (3,4) cisat least in the region rel-
evant to the present study~the circular region surrounding
the equilateral configuration!.

The conclusion to be drawn from this numerical study is

FIG. 3. Angular nonadiabatic coupling terms,tw i j (wuq); i , j , as calculated for the H1H2 system for a fix distance between two atomsRHH50.74 Å along
cocentric circles located at the~1,2! D3h ci. ~a!–~c! are for a circle with radiusq50.2 Å; ~d!–~f! are for a circle with radiusq50.3 Å; ~g!–~i! are for a circle
with radiusq50.4 Å; full circles represent the two fixed hydrogens,~full ! squares represent the~1,2! D3h cis; ~full ! diamonds stand for~2,3! C2v cis. The
straight line perpendicular to the HH axis connects the center-of-mass-point between the two hydrogens and theD3h ci point. Notice the small values of
tw34(wuq) in ~a!, ~d!, and~g! as compared to the values oftw12(wuq) andtw23(wuq). Also, note the change in scale of~b!, ~c!, ~e!, ~f!, ~h!, ~i! as compared
to the scale in~a!, ~d!, ~g!.
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that the three lower states of theH3 system form, approxi-
mately, a Hilbert subspace in the region of interest.

V. THE MOLECULAR FIELDS OF THE H ¿H2 SYSTEM:
A CURL-DIV STUDY

A. Numerical details

In this section Eqs.~24! are solved in order to yieldtw jk

and tq jk ; j ,k52, 3 in the above mentioned two regions
surrounding theD3h ci. As already mentioned, the main nu-
merical effort is devoted to the internal region, for which we
have to assign boundary conditions at theD3h ci itself. Due
to the existing singularity the calculations are extremely
sensitive to what happens in the vicinity of thisci ~see
Sec. IV B!.

The numerical study of the internal region is divided into
four parts.

~1! In the first part we solve the Poisson equations for
ab initio inhomogeneities~results presented in Figs. 4–6!.

~2! In the second part we study to what extent the results
are affected by deleting the inhomogeneous terms of the Curl
equations@see Eq.~23a!#. This implies solving the Poisson
equations assumingFC[0 in Eqs.~25!. Due to lack of space
we discuss only results fort13 ~which are presented in
Fig. 7!.

~3! Special attention is given to the strange terms. Again
due to lack of space we discuss only one case related tot12

(2)

~see Figs. 8 and 9!.
As for the numerical study for the external region~again

due to lack of space! we present only one set of results as
calculated fort12 ~see Fig. 10!.

The results, given in Figs. 4–10, are presented along
cocentric circles with their centers at theD3h ci. In each
figure are comparedab initio results with those obtained by
solving the corresponding Poisson equations.

FIG. 4. Results for the~1,2! NACT t, i.e.,tw12 andtq12 , as calculated along
the specified cocentric circles centered at the equilateral~1,2! D3h ci are
presented as a function ofw, the angular coordinate. All specified circles are
in the internal region. Full line: results are due toab initio calculations;
dotted line results are due to the Poisson equations solved for theab initio
inhomogeneitiesFC andFD @see Eqs.~23!–~25!#. In ~a!–~d! are presented
results for the angular componenttw12 and in ~e!–~h! are presented results
for the radial componenttq12 . The Dirichlet~ab initio! boundary conditions
are given along the circle with the radiusq50.285 Å.

FIG. 5. Similar as Fig. 4 but for the~2,3! NACTs, i.e.,tw23(w) andtq23(w).
Note how well the Poisson equations produce the nonsymmetricaltw23(w)
function.
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In all cases the relevant inhomogeneities@see Eqs.~11!
and ~12! and later Eqs.~22!–~25!# were obtained fromab
initio calculations. This is done in order to avoid, at this early
stage, the necessity to carry out iterations~to overcome the
nonlinearity of the Poisson equations!.

To derive the required results we solved Eq.~27!. The
actual calculations were done employing grid points along
the requiredq interval ~for the internal or the external re-
gions!. About 100 grid points were required for each calcu-
lation. Since, to achieve well converged results we need
about 50 terms in Fourier series@see Eq.~26!#, it implies that
altogether a grid of;5000 points in the$q,k% plane is re-
quired @see Eq.~27!#. It might be important to mention that
theab initio inhomogeneous terms were calculated only for a
few q values so that the missing values at the various grid
points were obtained by interpolation.

B. Studies within the internal region

1. Results for ab initio inhomogeneous terms

In Figs. 4–6 are presented the angular and the radial
components oft12, t23, andt13, respectively as calculated
along various circles surrounding theD3h ci. We remind the

reader that boundary conditions were attached only to the
external circle~not shown! with the radiusq5qi50.285 Å.
At the origin, namely, atq50 all functions are assumed to
be equal to zero~as was also mentioned earlier! except for
tw12 which is assumed to be equal to 0.5 rad21. As is noticed
the fit is essentially very promising for the two components
of the threet-matrix elements.

The ability of the Poisson equations to produce such
encouraging fits has to be appreciated because of two rea-
sons: ~1! The initial integration point is theD3h ci point,
namely, a singular point.~2! Boundary conditions were at-
tached only to one boundary~and not two as is usually the
case! and therefore play a relatively minor role in these cal-
culations.

The nice fit between the two types of the results for all
six functions has important implications on the physical con-
tents of the assumed model.

~1! Probably the more important message of this nu-
merical treatment is that in the vicinity of a givenci any
NACT, other than the related NACT, is identically zero.

FIG. 6. Similar as Fig. 4 but for the~1,3! NACTs, i.e.,tw13(w) andtq13(w).
FIG. 7. Similar as Fig. 4 but for the~1,3! NACTs, i.e.,tw13(w) andtq13(w),
where the Poisson equations are solved for theab initio inhomogeneityFD

but the inhomogeneityFC is assumed to be zero@see Eq.~25!#.
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However what is even more important is that for the relevant
NACT only the angular component remains nonzero whereas
the radial one is zero. This, of course, implies that a NACT
due to a singleci is pure magnetic without any electric con-
tribution.

~2! Thet12-NACT is created by a source term~the same
applies tot23 as was shown in Refs. 4 and 5! but the results
seem to support the assumption thatt13 is not created by any
source term but survives due to the interaction betweent12

andt23. This finding will be further discussed in the follow-
ing section.

2. Results as derived for the homogeneous
curl equations

The numerical results indicate that ignoring the curl in-
homogeneity in the calculation oft12 and t23 @namely, as-
sumingFC50 in Eqs.~25!# hardly has any effect on the final
results. Due to lack of space we are not showing results to
support this statement but instead concentrate on what we
found for t13. In Fig. 7 are presented results as obtained

assumingFC50. It is noticed that these results are signifi-
cantly different from the relevantab initio calculations~see
also results presented in Fig. 6 obtained with the correctFC).
The sensitivity with regard toFC in this case should not be a
surprise because thet13 field does not have any source and
therefore has to be maintained by the interaction betweent12

and t23 as was elaborated by us on several occasions.1~c!,4,5

AssumingFC50 means eliminating this interaction, an act
that damages thet13 field to a large extent~as a result of that,
it depends only on the assumed Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions at q50.285 Å). In this connection we may add that
ignoring the divergence inhomogeneity@namely, assuming
FD50 in Eqs.~25!# has only a minor effect on the results of
tw13 andtq13 ~not shown here!.

Returning now to final statements in the preceding sec-
tion, this finding supports the second conclusion regarding
the origin of thet13 field.

3. The study of the strange term
The numerical results indicate that ignoring the diver-

gence inhomogeneity in the calculation oft12 and t23

FIG. 8. Similar as Fig. 4 but for the~1,2! NACT, i.e.,tw12(w) andtq12(w),
where the Poisson equations are solved for theab initio inhomogeneity,FC ,
but the inhomogeneityFD is assumed to be zero@see Eq.~25!#.

FIG. 9. Similar as Fig. 4 but for the~1,2! NACTs, i.e.,tw12(w) andtq12(w),
where the Poisson equations are solved for theab initio inhomogeneityFC

but in the inhomogeneity term,FD the strange termt12
(2) is replaced by the

simulated expression given in Eq.~31!.
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@namely, assumingFD50 in Eqs.~25!# has a serious effect
on the results. As an example we show what happens tot12

~see Fig. 8!. It is noticed that the closer is the contour~along
which the calculations are done! to the~1,2! D3h ci point the
more damage is caused to the results. Further studies re-
vealed that it was the elimination of the strange termst12

(2)

andt23
(2) which are the principal source for this damage.

The main difficulty with these terms is that they are not
directly available fromab initio calculations. In this section
we discuss the possibility assuming for them a model and
then employ these approximate values forFD .

The basic assumption is that each strange term is pro-
duced at the relevantcis @e.g.,t12

(2) is produced at the~1,2!
cis#. As a result we may employ the virgin NACTs~that are
calculated, anyhow, for forming the boundary conditions!,
e.g.,t12, and use it to calculatet12

(2) . Therefore the idea is as
follows: we calculatet12 along a circular contourq5qs

@which is assumed to be very close to the~1,2! ci] and em-
ploy the following expression:12

t12
~2!5“t12 ~28!

to calculate the strange term. It is important to realize that
Eq. ~28! follows from the general relation given in Eq.~6!
when applied for a two-state case. Next, inspecting Eq.~9! it
is noticed that the troublesome contribution comes from the
first term ~because the radial componentstq12; are assumed
always to be zero at thecis and their close vicinity—see the
Appendix!. Thereforet12

(2) is, in fact, given in the following
form:

t12
~2!~q5qs!;

1

qs
2

]tw12~q5qs!

]w
~29!

and it is this term that has to be extrapolated to otherq
values. Assuming that]tw12/]w, just like tw12 itself, does
not depend onq ~for an isolated single-ci-system—again,
see the Appendix! Eq. ~29! can be extrapolated as follows:

t12
~2!~w,q!5t12

~2!~w,qs!S qs

q D 2

. ~30!

In Fig. 9 are comparedab initio results with those ob-
tained by solving the Poisson equations forFD given in the
following form:

FD~w,q!5t12
~2!~w,qs!S qs

q D 2

, ~31!

whereqs50.04 Å. These results have to be compared with
those as obtained withFD50 ~see Fig. 8! and with those as
obtained with the accurate~ab initio! FD values~see Fig. 4!.
It is well noticed that applying Eq.~31! improves signifi-
cantly the results.

C. Numerical studies within the external region

Due to lack of space we are not presenting an extensive
study related to this external region. However just for com-
pleteness we present one set of results as obtained for the
two components oft12. As seen from Fig. 3 the external
region is a circular strip surrounded by two circular border
lines atq5qe , q0 . Along these two borders are attached the
ab initio values to form the relevant Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions. Thus, in contrast to what we encountered in the in-
ternal region, the external region is surrounded by twice as
many boundary values and, as will be shown, this fact has a
strong impact on the results which are presented in Fig. 10.
As is noticed the fit is essentially complete for the two com-
ponents oft12. The same quality of results was obtained for
the two othert-matrix elements.

Next one may ask for the reasons for this successful fit?
Further studies revealed that it is mainly due to the double
boundary conditions that were employed in this case. In
other words the inhomogeneities play only a minor effect in
determining the values of thet-matrix elements.

The minor role played by the various inhomogeneous
terms is encountered only in case of the external region and
could be attributed to the relatively narrow strip, i.e.,
(0.295<q<0.50 Å) for which the calculations were done.

FIG. 10. The values of the~1,2! NACTs,tw12(w) andtq12(w), as calculated
along the specified cocentric circles located in theexternalregion. Full line:
results due toab initio calculations; dotted line: results due to the Poisson
equations solved forab initio FC andFD @see Eqs.~23!–~25!#. In this case
Dirichlet boundary condtions were attached atq50.295 and 0.5 Å.
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We recall that in the internal region the inhomogeneous
terms play a much more dominant role and this is, eventu-
ally, because of two reasons:~a! The region is relatively
broader, i.e., (0.0<q<0.285 Å); and~b! ab initio boundary
conditions were attached only to the external border line.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We started this paper implying that the BO NACTs pro-
duce fields, later termed as molecular fields. We refer to
fields and not to a field because each set ofcis that couples a
given pair of ~adjacent! states produces a field but having
more than one pair of coupled states leads to several fields.
In this paper are derived the equations to yield the fields for
a three-state system. These equations, which contain six un-
known functions, namely,$tw jk ,tq jk ; j (.k)52,3% were
solved for a certain, but rather general, situation. The calcu-
lations were compared withab initio results and an encour-
aging fit was established.

The approach we applied in the present study to solve
curl-div equations is to convert each pair of curl-div equa-
tions into two partially decoupled Poisson equations@see
Eqs. ~24!#. The decoupling is only partial due to some cou-
pling left in the inhomogeneous terms. This procedure is
found to be very convenient and probably is the more effi-
cient way to solve these equations. Once derived, the Poisson
equations are solved employing Fourier series@see Eq.~27!#.

The equations were not solved for the most general case.
As is noticed from Eqs.~11! and ~12! and later from Eqs.
~24! the equations contain nonlinear~inhomogeneous! terms
which may cause difficulties in the general case. Since the
nonlinear terms appear in the inhomogeneities it seems that
an efficient way to solve the equations is iteratively employ-
ing approximate~but gradually improved! values of the in-
homogeneous terms. However this was not done in the
present study. To avoid the need of iterations already in our
first numerical treatment we formed the inhomogeneous
terms employingab initio results but then solved accurately
all the six required Poisson equations. Solving the equations
this way may be considered as an approximation but still
serves its main purpose, namely, to show that the spatial
distribution of NACTs is essentially ordinary fields of the
type encountered in numerous other cases in physics, e.g.,
electromagnetic fields, gravitational fields, nuclear fields, etc.
Namely, they have well-defined sources and their behavior
can be studied using the ordinary mathematical tools as ap-
plied within field theory.

The numerical study was carried out for a circular region
centered at the equilateral~1,2! D3h ci. This choice, although
not being too general, had several advantages for testing
various ideas that otherwise could not be directly tested. For
instance there are ongoing discussions in the literature re-
garding what to assume for the NACTs at a givenci point
@namely, what values to assign, e.g., to the two components
tw12 andtq12 at the~1,2! ci and what values to assign to the
components of the other NACTs at that point#. We assumed
that at this pointt23 andt13 are both identically zero and the
same applies totq12 ~for tw12 we assumed it to be 0.5 rad21!.
The fact that we got such a promising fit for all the six

components, in particularly, at the smallq region ~see rel-
evant subfigures in Figs. 4–6! implies that these choices are
appropriate.

There are also a lot of speculations regarding the mean-
ing of t13. We claim for quite sometime thatt13 does not
have a source term and therefore has to be maintained by the
two other NACTs as indeed is seen in Eq.~11c! @Ref. 1~c!#
@and, also Eq.~12c!#. It is not clear to what extent this as-
sumption is acceptable but the fact that on one hand the
calculated values oftq13 andtw13 fit really very nice theab
initio results~see Fig. 6! but, then, on the other hand deviate
significantly from theab initio results when the curl inhomo-
geneityFC is removed~see Fig. 7! implies that this assump-
tion is, most likely, correct.

Scanning through Eqs.~12! it is seen that each inhomo-
geneity contains its relevant strange termtjk

(2) , a term not so
‘‘related,’’ and therefore some efforts were made to get fa-
miliar with it. We found that the results fort13 are indepen-
dent of t13

(2) but those fort12 and t23, undoubtedly, depen-
dent ont12

(2) and t23
(2) ~see, for instance, Fig. 8!. Therefore

some efforts were made to simulate these terms and in this
way to improve the fit with theab initio results. These efforts
were, at least, partially successful~see Fig. 9!.

It is expected that the approach presented here for cal-
culating NACTs may create new opportunities for the study
of electronic nonadiabatic transitions. There are two clear
advantages in the present approach.

~1! The fields can beextrapolatedto any required dis-
tance~or dimension!, assuming that from a given region and
outwards nocis are to be found.

~2! Since the equations to be solved follow from the
~extended! curl equations@see Eq.~4!# the adiabatic-to-
diabatic transformation13,23,24,29–47which is based on the
calculated curl-div NACTs is guaranteed to yieldsingle-
valueddiabatic potentials.

The present study can be considered as a continuation of
a previous study which is based on vector algebra~see the
Appendix! ~Refs. 4 and 5! and therefore is limited to Abelian
situations only~namely, two-state systems!. Although apply-
ing the vector algebra approach is a rather different way of
deriving the molecular fields, still it belongs to the same
group of models that assume that the nonadiabatic interac-
tions, in a given region, are formed at a series of source
points. Extending this statement for situations of higher di-
mensions implies that these electronic interactions are
formed at seams.

As mentioned earlier this paper is devoted to the possi-
bility to derive the BO coupling terms by mathematical tools
taken over from field theory. Still we note in passing that
Eqs.~11a! and ~11b! contain, eventually, an important novel
physical feature: AnyN-state system (N>3) where each of
two adjacent states is coupled by at least oneci produces
~pseudo!magnetic fields not only along the seams as is usu-
ally the case1,4,5 but also fields which are spread over the
entire configuration space. For instance, Eq.~11a! hints to-
wards the possibility of a magnetic fieldH12 given in the
following form:

H125@t233t13#. ~32!
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It is not clear whether this finding has any practical im-
plications. Nevertheless it will be considered in forthcoming
publications.
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APPENDIX: THE TWO-STATE CASE

1. The introduction of the source term

Our starting point is Eq.~8! which is known to be valid
at every point in the region of interest except at thecis. In
order to include these points as well—to start with we con-
sider only oneci—Eq. ~8! is extended to become1~a!

]tw

]q
2

]tq

]w
52 f ~w!d~q!, ~A1!

wheref (w) is a function yet undetermined,d(q) is the Dirac
delta function, and (tw ,tq) replaces (tw12,tq12) to simplify
notation. Equation~A1! is similar to Eq.~8!, except that a
source term is added. This presentation is complementary to
our assumption~as discussed in the Introduction! that the
NACTs form a field and as usual a non-zero field requires a
source.

Equation~A1! will be solved fortw ~ignoring the fact
thattq is also an unknown!. The solution can be written as1~a!

tw~w,q!2E
0

q

dq
]tq

]w
5h~q! f ~w!, ~A2!

and can be verified by back substitution. Hereh(q) is the
Heaviside function but sinceq is always positiveh(q) can be
deleted and Eq.~A2! becomes

tw~w,q!2E
0

q

dq
]tq

]w
5 f ~w!. ~A3!

To determinef (w) we consider Eq.~A3! in the limit of q
→0. From numerousab initio calculations it is verified that
tq in the intervalq;0 is finite and therefore the second term
on the left-hand side of Eq.~A3! can be ignored so that

f ~w!5tw~w,q;0!. ~A4!

Sincetw is known to be quantized~reminiscent to the Bohr-
Sommerfeld quantization but applied to a spin!, namely,10

E
0

2p

tw~w,q!dw5np, ~A5!

we have a similar quantization condition forf (w):1~a!

E
0

2p

f ~w!dw5np ~A6!

~wheren is an integer!. This result implies that the quantiza-
tion we encountered for the angular component oft has its

origin in the quantization of the pseudomagnetic field that
exists along the seam. In what follows@and due to Eq.~A6!#
f (w) is defined as thevirgin angular component related to
theci under consideration. The reason being that usually any
NACT is affected by neighbor NACTs. The only situation
where a NACT is not affected is when it is located at an
infinitely small region surrounding itsown ci.

So far we discussed onlytw(w,q;0) @5 f (w)#. As for
tq the situation is somewhat different. In general the molecu-
lar field is given by@tw(w)/q,tq(w,q)#. Numerical studies
show thattq(q) is finite asq→0 ~Ref. 3! and therefore is
orders of magnitude smaller than the rotational component
tw(w)/q ~because of the division by the infinite smallq
value!. Since a singleci for two-state Hilbert subspace is
rare if at all, it is not clear whether thetq(w,q;0) values
which follow in ab initio calculations are nothing but back-
ground noise due to othercis. Therefore in what follows we
assume that the virgin radial componenttq(w,q) is always
identically zero. This assumption is also supported by the
analogy with the magnetic vector potential formed by a so-
lenoid, because in this case too, the radial component is iden-
tically zero.

The situation in the close vicinity of eachci is summa-
rized as follows: Aci produces the following NACT:

t~w,q;0!5$tw~w,q;0!/q,tq~w,q;0!%

5$ f ~w!/q,0%. ~A7!

The important fact to realize is that this expression oft
fulfills Eq. ~8! and eventually can be used to determine the
relevant matrix element, strange,t12

(2) , however this possibil-
ity will not be discussed in the present paper.

The virgin distributions are used next to construct the
two-state molecular field for severalcis.

2. Vector algebra to form the two-state
molecular field

In the preceding section we analyzed a system with a
single ci @see Eq.~A7!#. Next we consider the situation
where the two states form severalcis. In this case, just like in
case of any type of fields, vector algebra can be employed to
add up the contributions of the various sources~in our case
cis! to obtain the resultant intensity of the field at a given
point.

For this purpose we first derive the mathematical expres-
sion for field due to aci located at an arbitrary point
(qj 0 ,w j 0). The procedure is as follows: Havingt
5„f j (w j )/qj ,0… we present it in terms Cartesian components
(tx ,ty) ~employing chain rules of differentiation, or simple
vector algebra! and then shift the solution to the point of
interest, namely, (0,0)→(xj 0 ,yj 0) @[(qj 0 ,w j 0)#. Once com-
pleted, the solution is transformed back to polar coordinates,
again either by chain rules of differentiation or simple vector
algebra. The derivation, presented elsewhere, yields for a
given pointP(q,w) ~as measured from the new origin! the
following results:1~b!
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tq~w,q!52 f j~w j !
1

qj
sin~w2w j !,

~A8!

tw~w,q!5 f j~w j !
q

qj
cos~w2w j !,

where the connections between the various coordinates are as
follows:

qj5A~q cosw2qj 0 cosw j 0!21~q sinw2qj 0 sinw j 0!2,
~A9!

cosw j5
q cosw2qj 0 cosw j 0

qj
.

It is noticed that forqj 050 ~so thatw j becomesw! the
solution in Eq. ~A7! yields @tw(w,q)/q,tq(w,q)#
[@ f j (w j )/q,0# which is the solution for the case theci is at
the origin.

We attached to eachci its own f (w) function, i.e.,
f j (w j ) to indicate that at eachci ~in this case thejth one! the
respective seam forms adifferentvirgin distribution.

With this modified expression we can now extend the
solution of Eq.~A8! to any number ofcis. Sincetw(w,q) and
tq(w,q) are scalars the solution in case ofN cis is obtained
by summing up the contributions of allcis:1~b!

tq~w,q!52(
j 51

N

f j~w j !
1

qj
sin~w2w j !,

~A10!

tw~w,q!5q(
j 51

N

f j~w j !
1

qj
cos~w2w j !.

Equation~A10! yields the two components oft(w,q) for
a distribution of two-statecis expressed in terms of thevirgin
distributions of the NACTs at theircis. These functions have
to be obtained fromab initio treatments; however the entire
field is formed by Eq.~A10!.

The importance of Eq.~A10! is in furnishing zeroth ap-
proximation for two-state systems, later to be used to solve
coupled multistate systems. This was achieved without refer-
ring to the divergence equation which, as we know, contains
a strange term@see Eq.~9!#. What enabled us to achieve that
is the assumption thattq(w,q;0);0 so that the second
equation~i.e., the divergence equation! becomes redundant.

A comment related to Eq.~A10! is as follows: We claim
that it is sufficient that the divergence of one of the virgin
functions is not zero to make the divergence of the whole
field different from zero.
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